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RISE OF THE MACHINES

Spread your dollars further
FERTILISERS come in many
forms and yet it is often as-
sumed one machine can do
it all.

A basic universal spreader
can spread all types of fer-
tiliser, but could be costing
more.

Jim Jardim, managing
director, Inlon, offers advice
on buying your next fertil-
iser spreader.

"Abasicuniversal spreader
compromises on spreading
widths, consistency, accura-
cy andmetering control," Mr
Jardim said.

"This can be an expensive
mistake as the International
Plant Nutrition Institution
said fertilisers are the largest
single variable cost for grain
producers, making up 15 - 20
per cent of cash costs, or 20-
25% of variable costs.

"In fact, the annual ex-
penditure on fertiliser is
often more than the value of
the spreadingmachine.

"Consistent spreading
leads to efficient fertiliser
use, improvement in organic
matter andbetter crop yields,
so the machine you choose
makes a major contribution
to profitability of the crop."

For manure spreading, Mr
Jardim recommends a wag-
on spreader with beaters,
discs and amoving floor.

"Beaters break up the
clumpy manure into finer
pieces, delivering a consist-

ent flow to the dual spread-
ing discs, which are the best
method for wide spreading
widths," Mrt Jardim said.

"As an example, the Straut-
mann VS2004 has horizontal
beaters and dual discs that

spread up to 24metres.
"It also has an adjustable

slurry-door for better meter-
ing control.

"It's moving floor has four
high tensile chains with the
strength to pull through a

fully loaded wagon, which
saves a lot of travel and re-
loading time.

"For the contractor, the VS
can also be fittedwithweigh-
scales and ISO Bus controls.

"Strautmann spreaders

are made in Germany with a
reputation for performance,
durability and strength."

Manufactured fertilisers
are the most expensive, and
Mr Jardim recommends
using a machine specifically
designed for this application.

"Given that uneven
spreading effectively doubles
the fertiliser cost because of
striping and lost production,
it's worth choosing the right
spreader," he said.

"Universal spreaders are
not good for manufactured
fertiliser because high-rpm
spreading discs, long-throw-
ing vanes and adjustable
drop-points are vital.

"Pick one with a certified
spreading consistency.

"Italian-made Agrex has
been certified by specialised
European testing bodies.

"Adjustable drop-point
and vane positions give
versatility to spread across
a width that matches your
traffic lines.

"Buying a spreader that
suits your application will
save you time and money
and increase yields."

Visit: www.strautmann.
com.au, www.agrex.com.au
or contact: 1800 772 407.

The Italian made Agrex range has been certified by specialised European testing bodies to spread manufactured
fertilisers.
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ZERO40TTungsten Tiledpoint withTungsten NoseTile.Price: $50.00 Inc

ZERO25HTungsten Cobalt smoothHardfaced point withTungsten Nose Tile.Price: $28.60 Inc
ZERO25Ta Tungsten Tiledpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $46.20 Inc

ZERO30HTungsten Cobalt smoothHardfaced point withTungsten Nose Tile.Price: $48.40 Inc
ZERO30TTungsten Tiled pointwith Tungsten NoseTile.Price: $69.30 Inc

A:B:N: 58 604 172 983

471B Greenwattle St, Wilsonton QLD 4350

Phone: 07 4633 0624
www.agripartsdirect.com.au

ZERO40HTungsten Cobaltsmooth hard facedpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $39.60 Inc
ZERO50TTungsten Tiled pointwith Tungsten NoseTile.Price: $69.30 Inc

ZERO50HTungsten Cobaltsmooth Hardfacedpoint with TungstenNose Tile.Price: $48.40 Inc
ZERO16HA narrow(16mm)point. The leading faceis only 8mm and issupported by a 16mmwide back. This pointfits on all 7/16" singlebolt shanks. PRICE:Plain $8.00 IncHardfaced $18.70 Inc

ZERO16WWeld-OnAdaptorAccepts allZEROMACPoints.

ZERO4307Hsingle bolt cultivatorsweep, swept wing,raised front edge andtapered wing section.Pointed nose for lowdraft. Fits all 43° x 7/16”bolt Shanks . PRICE:Plain $10.45 IncHardfaced $17.60 Inc

THE ULT IMATE
D IRECT DR I LL PO INT

16MMDIRECT
DRILL ADAPTORS2 Bolt Holes Suitscultivator, chiselplows & trashworkers.

FOR SWEEPS—FURROWERS—SHANKS & ACCESSOR IES PLEASE CALL FOR D IRECT TO FARM DISCOUNT PR IC ING

FOR A VAST SELECT ION OF ROOTCUTTER D ISCS—COULTERS—DISC PLOW DISCS—BLADES & SH INGUARDS CALL US

SPECIAL
JANKE SNOOPY
4 Tiles +
Hardfaced
Price:
$35.00 INC

JANKE STD
1 Nose Tile
Price: $19.80 INC

1 Nose Tile +
Hardfaced
Price:
$33.00 INC

LARGE FORMAT SWEEPS

N15 COTTON FURROWER

ULTRASWEEPS

ALABAMAS

U BOLTS

Extensive
Variety
of Sizes

Made from
4140 Heat Treated

Steel

Zinc Plated

SECONDARY SHANKS

Culti Trip Fert Seed

SHEAR PINSFRICTION
TRIPS

FERT
TUBES

MULCH BLADES

CULTIPACKER RINGS

14 / 20”
10 / 14”

GAS & FERT
KNIVES


